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About 
MPA Co-funding
As part of MPA’s Maritime Singapore Green Initiative (MSGI), the Green 
Awareness Programme (GAP) targets the industry at large and serves to promote 
awareness of various sustainable initiatives such as IMO regulatory requirements, 
green shipping sharing to sustainability reports adoption. 
 
One of such initiative under GAP was to assist companies in preparation of 
Sustainability/Integrated (S/I) reports. Given the SGX sustainability reporting 
requirements by 2018, MPA incentivise maritime companies that are listed on  
SGX companies to produce good quality reports amongst the early adopters.
 
Here are some success stories from these early adopters.

Maritime Singapore Green Initiative 

Green Ship 
Programme

Green Awareness Programme

Singapore-registered 
ships

Industry at large Promote awareness of green shipping

Encourage reduction of 
CO2, SOx and NOx

Green Port 
Programme

Ocean-going ships 
calling at port

Encourage reduction of 
SOx and NOx

Green Tech 
Programme

Local maritime 
companies

Encourage adoption of 
green technologies

Green Energy 
Programme

Industry at large

Promote adoption 
of alternate/green 

marine fuels
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A leading maritime agency driving Singapore’s global maritime aspirations, MPA seeks to 
develop and promote Singapore as a premier global hub port and an international maritime 
centre, and to advance and safeguard Singapore’s strategic maritime interests.
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1
How did your team go about the development and 
implementation process?
The team met to brainstorm on all desirable sustainability goals.  
These goals were then ranked to shape our final list of Economic, 
Social and Governance material matters that encompasses all  
our businesses.

These material matters comprise safety, regulatory compliance/ 
business ethics, economic resilience, energy consumption 
management and vessel emissions.

What was the first thing on the to-do list?  
How long was the process? 
Safety is the top priority for us. It did not take long for us to agree 
on this. We already have in place a no-blame safety culture that 
encourages anyone to speak up, and we also have established 
safety systems.

Could you share with us the challenges faced 
during the development?
Instilling the importance of safety among our employees and 
subcontractors is our biggest challenge, because it is a constant 
battle against the forces of complacency, fatigue, familiarity and 
urgency. One effective solution we found is to have team leaders 
set the example by showing that they truly care about safety, 
and it’s not just lip service; leaders need to walk the talk.

Company 
Overview
OVERVIEW

Penguin International Limited is a 
Singaporean, publicly listed designer-
builder-owner-operator of aluminium 
high-speed craft, through a group of 
wholly owned, integrated subsidiaries.

Since 1995, we have delivered close to 
200 aluminium crewboats, patrol craft 
and passenger ferries around the world, 
including over 120 of our proprietary-
designed Flex offshore crewboats and 
armoured security boats. 

Our crewboats are jointly developed by
our integrated in-house shipbuilding and
ship management teams in Singapore, 
Kuala Lumpur and Batam, backed by 
more than two decades of experience.

We run a self-funded build-for-stock 
programme that features our Flex 
crewboats and security boats, and we 
undertake owner-specific build-to-
order and repair projects for a variety 
of high-speed craft. We typically own 
and operate what we design and build. 
Our fleet of crewboats and passenger 
ferries serve our clients in and around 
Southeast Asia.

NATURE OF BUSINESS:  
Design, construction and operation of 
high-speed aluminium craft; crewboat 
and ferry chartering operations. Presence 
in Singapore, Kuala Lumpur and Batam.

STAFF STRENGTHS:  
>400 members (excluding crew)

SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING: 2 years

More details
Go to http://www.penguin.com.sg/

Penguin 
International 
Limited

Challenges:

Penguin’s latest all-business-class crewboat, the Flex-42X.
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Sustainability 
Champion:

What are the things you never knew or 
realised prior to completing the company's 
first SR?
We never realised how big a role we could play in 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions and energy
consumption, because we’ve always thought that  
our impact would be small and insignificant.

Why should other companies do an SR too? 
It’s life-changing, and I strongly encourage other
companies to take the first step towards an SR too,
because it would allow them to realise how their
words and actions can be positively harnessed to 
achieve meaningful goals.

Additionally, by formalising our sustainability
commitment in a report, we become more transparent 
and make ourselves more accountable. This makes us 
more attractive to our clients and investors.

All companies big and small can make a meaningful 
difference in their respective ecosystems. This is 
because small collective efforts, when properly 
harnessed, become big and meaningful. As a 
financially strong company with a high-volume
business, Penguin has become more mindful of  
the difference that we can make to our suppliers  
and subcontractors in our ecosystem.

Who in the company  
led the movement?
James Tham
Managing Director
Passionate about high-speed
craft and the people who make 
it happen. “Someday, everything 
will make perfect sense.”

What was the 
management 
involvement?
The Managing Director
involved his management
team, which consisted of  
the heads of departments  
and business units.

Lessons Learnt: 

“A sustainability report is like a 
grand new year’s resolution that 
you share with the world.”

Mr James Tham 
Managing Director 

Penguin International Limited

Could you share with us your biggest 
takeaway/lessons learnt after the SR? 
No matter how small a company is, it can make
a meaningful difference to its own ecosystem,
because collective efforts result in big outcomes.
Penguin, as a mid-sized company, strives to conduct 
itself responsibly at all times.

For example, we try to support fellow Singaporean
companies in our eco-system and engage in 
community-building programmes.

We took our first step in our SR journey because
regulation nudged us to do so. But after taking the  
first few steps, we soon realised that an SR is not so 
much about putting together a report to comply with 
regulation; rather, it’s more about being mindful about
the impact that our words and actions can have on this 
earth, both positive and negative.

What’s the biggest impact doing an SR  
has made on you and your company?
The mindfulness about the difference we can make  
as a movement of motivated souls.
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2Samudera 
Shipping 
Line Limited

How did your team go about the development and 
implementation process?
We worked with our consultant and sought advice for the 
implementation of the project. We were suggested to assign  
1 ESG factor to each member of the SWC, so that was what  
we did, and we also learnt along the way. 

The first thing on our to-do list was to identify the problems  
for each ESG factor. We conducted regular meetings with the 
SWC members to further discuss problems identified, potential 
solutions, and to analyse the source of the supporting data.  
The process took us approximately 3 months to come up with  
the ESG factors and KPIs.

Could you share with us the challenges faced during 
the development?

Company 
Overview:
OVERVIEW

We are in the shipping and logistics 
services, focusing on three main 
business segments in the shipping 
industry:
• Container shipping:  Samudera offers 

reliable feeder service between the 
central “hub” port in Singapore and 
smaller size “spoke” ports in the region. 
The Group connects ports across a 
wide geographical range, spanning 
from Southeast Asia, the Indian 
Subcontinent, the Far East and the 
Middle East. 

• Bulk and Tanker: Samudera’s fleet of 
bulk carriers and tankers are chartered 
out for the transportation of dry or 
liquid cargo. 

• Logistics and Others: Samudera 
provides agency services, forwarding, 
warehousing as well as general 
logistics services.

NATURE OF BUSINESS:  
Container Shipping, Bulk and Tanker, 
and Logistics services in Singapore and 
throughout the region.

STAFF STRENGTH:  
>250 members

SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING: 2 years

More details
Go to http://ssl.samudera.id/

Challenges:

Development

1 
Determining the  
ESG factors
What are the 
factors to be 
covered for 
the purpose of 
reporting2 

Collecting all supporting 
data/documents 
Data was not centralised

Getting endorsement 
from all concerned parties 
within Samudera Group

3
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Sustainability 
Champion:

Why should other companies do an SR too? 
We believe that doing an SR would bring us positive economic benefit in 
the longer term as we intend to be more transparent with our processes 
and to be regulation & standard compliant. It also allows us to position 
ourselves as a reliable, trustworthy company and business partner for  
our investors and stakeholders

Who in the company  
led the movement?
The Board of Directors
(BOD)

What was the 
management 
involvement?
The BOD formed several 
committees, which include 
the Sustainability Steering 
Committee (SSC) and 
Working Committee (SWC). 
Our Executive Director and 
CEO is also the chairman 
of SSC, which consisted of 
the BOD and Key Divisional 
Heads. The SWC consisted 
of representatives from all 
departments and key business 
units; they prepared the 
sustainability report under the 
supervision of the SSC and the 
Audit Committee.

Lessons Learnt: 

“We thought doing a 
sustainability report 
would be difficult, 
but it turned out to 
be more interesting 
than challenging!”

Mr Asmari Herry Prayitno
Executive Director and CEO
Samudera Shipping Line Ltd

What are the things you never knew or realised prior to 
completing the company’s first SR?

1
Internal 
stakeholders 
engagement
• We work 

more closely 
with the 
community

• Employees are 
encouraged to 
be more pro-
active

2
Greater 
awareness on 
sustainability 
framework
• We initiated/

participated 
in activities 
which 
enhanced our 
sustainability 
practices
(e.g.  Applied 
and obtained 
ECO Office 
Certification) 

3
Better corporate 
governance 
practices
• Improvement 

on the 
Singapore 
Governance 
and 
Transparency 
Index (issued 
by CGIO) from 
ranked 124th 
to ranked 77th

4
Better flow of 
information 
within Samudera 
Group
• More structured  

data collection 
and record 
keeping 

• Able to have 
consistency 
on data 
management
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3
Company 
Overview:
OVERVIEW

Dyna-Mac is a global leader in the 
detailed engineering, fabrication and 
construction of offshore FPSO (floating 
production storage offloading) and  
FSO (floating storage offloading) topside 
modules as well as onshore plants and 
other sub-sea products for the oil and 
gas industries. 

Listed on SGX mainboard and 
headquartered in Singapore, Dyna-Mac 
has yards in Singapore with partnership 
presence in Malaysia, China, Indonesia, 
The Philippines and Brazil.

NATURE OF BUSINESS:  
Fabrication and construction of FPSO 
(floating production storage offloading) 
and FSO (floating storage offloading) 
topside modules and other sub- 
sea products.

STAFF STRENGTH:  
>817 members

SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING: 2 years

More details
Go to http://www.dyna-mac.com/

Dyna-Mac 
Holdings 
Limited

Challenges:
How did your team go about the development and 
implementation process?
Dyna-Mac reviewed the material sustainability issues identified 
and constructed a work plan for the sustainability report. 
Data templates including new developments, initiatives, key 
achievements and targets were circulated to process owners. 
Dyna-Mac then engaged Ernst & Young LLP to review the data 
templates collected from the process owners to advise on the 
report structure. The final draft of the sustainability report was 
then submitted to the Board for approval.

What was the first thing on the to-do list?  
How long was the process? 
The first thing on the to-do list was to list what information to 
gather for the data templates for further analysis and review.  
The process took 16 weeks to complete.

Could you share with us the challenges faced 
during the development?
Data gathering for purposes of the report was a challenge.  
Dyna-Mac had to channel all relevant resources to ensure  
that project schedules and deliveries for 2018 were met. 

Topside module
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Sustainability 
Champion:

What are the things you never knew or 
realised prior to completing the company's 
first SR?
We realise the 5 key sustainability matters identified  
are integral to keeping the company’s commitment  
to sustainable development.

Could you share with us your biggest 
takeaway/lessons learnt after the SR? 
We realise the information we gathered on energy 
consumption for the sustainability report exercise 
will aid Dyna-Mac to obtain ISO 14001 Environmental 
Management System certification. This covers areas 
such as training, record management, inspections, 
objectives and policies.

Why should other companies do an SR too? 
Other companies should do an SR so that they can 
identify their key material sustainability matters and 
benefit from operating in a sustainable manner. 
Companies’ commitment to sustainable development 
can have a stronger bargaining position when it comes 
to attracting investment, initiating new activities, 
entering new markets, negotiating contracts, and 
aligning to the major oil companies’ objective towards  
a greener environment.

Who in the company  
led the movement?
Joyce Tiong 
Chief Financial Officer
Chong Swee Lee
Senior VP, Human Resources
Ian Chin
VP, Commercial
Edmund Chiow
General Manager  
(Special Project/Services)
Jason Ng 
HSE Manager

What was the 
management 
involvement?
The Senior Management 
attended a workshop to identify 
the key stakeholders and material 
sustainability issues applicable 
to Dyna-Mac. They also voted 
for 5 material issues pertinent to 
Dyna-Mac’s sustainability risks 
and opportunities.

Lessons Learnt: 

“At Dyna-Mac, sustainability 
means building businesses that 
deliver long-term shareholder 
value and growth. In order to 
achieve this, we aim to adopt 
a disciplined and accountable 
approach founded on high 
standards of corporate 
governance and integrity.”

 Mr Desmond Lim
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

Dyna-Mac Holdings Ltd

What's the biggest impact doing an SR  
has made on you and your company?
Dyna-Mac now reviews internal work processes and 
improve policies on a yearly basis because of the 5 key 
material issues identified. The data collection exercise 
has also facilitated process owners to identify key 
areas that required stringent monitoring and tighter 
enforcement. Additionally, it has also brought about 
greater awareness on carbon footprint and waste 
effluent management across the company.

Desmond Lim, Chairman and CEO
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4CH 
Offshore 
Limited

Company 
Overview:
OVERVIEW

CH Offshore Limited was incorporated 
on 31 March 1976, with over 40 years of 
history in offshore marine industry.  
It is listed on the SGX mainboard in 
2003, CHO has a current market cap  
of US$ 43MM.

CHO is an Offshore Supply Vessel (“OSV”) 
owner-operator. CHO’s vessels and 
associated vessel services provide 
support for all phases of offshore oil and 
natural gas exploration, field development 
and production with a global operating 
footprint in the offshore vessel industry.

CHO presently owns and operates 16 OSV’s 
(mainly anchor handling towing supply or 
“AHTS” vessels) with 12 fully owned and 
4 jointly owned vessels. 60% of the fully-
owned fleet are high-horsepower vessels 
(>10,000 bhp) or higher-spec vessels.

CHO also manages and operates 2 vessels 
(an offshore workboat and AHTS) for  
third parties.

NATURE OF BUSINESS:  
To provide support for all phases of 
offshore oil and natural gas exploration, 
field development and production on a 
global basis.
STAFF STRENGTH:  
<150 members

SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING: 3 years

More details
Go to http://www.choffshore.com.sg/

Challenges:
How did your team go about the development and 
implementation process?
We started the process by carrying out some research to better 
understand what sustainability meant. We engaged our VP(QHSE) 
who dealt with the quality, safety, health and environmental issues 
in relation to our daily vessel operations. The initial Sustainability 
Committee comprised of the CFO, VP (QHSE), HR Manager and 
Corporate & Compliance Manager. As a Committee, after much 
consideration, we decided to adopt the Global Reporting Initiative 
Standards ("GRI Standard") for reporting on our material topics. 

We undertook a review of our existing practices (including data 
collection) and identified areas of improvement. During the review 
process, we were encouraged as many of our existing practices 
were in line with what was required to drive sustainability. 
Adopting the GRI Standard would allow us to formalise and 
further demonstrate the Company's commitment to sustainable 
development. With the help of PwC Singapore, we applied for a 
grant from MPA.

What was the first thing on the to-do list?  
How long was the process? 
Building on our existing sustainability efforts and streamlining our 
sustainability strategy, we formed a Sustainability Committee which 
reports on matters of sustainability to the board and is supported by 
the operational managers.

Could you share with us the challenges faced 
during the development?
Initially, we faced some internal resistance as the development 
and implementation of Sustainable reporting required additional 
time and commitment from each department. However by 
demonstrating the potential positive outcomes on the Company's 
day to day processes and overall Company performance, we were 
able to convince our colleagues on the importance of sustainability. 
Since then, our colleagues have been working hand in hand with 
the Committee in implementing our sustainable practices.

“Passion, respect, integrity, honesty, 
monetary discipline, excellence and 
our ‘do no harm’ philosophy, drive our 
commitment to sustainability.”

Dr. Benety Chang
CEO and Executive Director

CH Offshore Ltd.
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Sustainability 
Champion:

What are the things you 
never knew or realised 
prior to completing the 
company's first SR?
We got to know about the Paris 
agreement and the GRI standards. 
We were not as aware of the 
environmental issues that the world 
is facing. Now, we see and know 
how we can contribute to fighting 
against the negative environmental 
impacts confronting our corporate 
activities.

Could you share with us 
your biggest takeaway/
lessons learnt after the SR? 
After the SR, we can now see the 
various areas in which we can make 
a difference and how important 
each company's commitment to 
sustainability is. We have become 
more mindful of how our actions 
impact people, the environment and 
other stakeholders. We have a better 
understanding and appreciation of 
recent changes in global regulations 
eg the IMO regulations.

Why should other 
companies do an SR too? 
Other companies should do a 
SR too because by adopting 
sustainable practices, they will 
not only fulfil their corporate social 
responsibility, they will also improve 
the company performance.

What's the biggest impact 
doing an SR has made on 
you and your company?
SR helps to bring the various 
departments together. We better 
understand the work of one another 
and how each and everyone in the 
various departments contribute to 
the sustainability of the Company.

Who in the company  
led the movement?

Dr Benety Chang
CEO and Executive Director
The sustainability efforts started 
in 2016 and we presented our 
first sustainability report in 
the annual report for financial 
year ended 30 Jun 2017. The 
sustainability efforts was led by 
the senior management.

What was the 
management 
involvement?
Senior management are part of 
the Sustainability Committee 
and Department Managers 
ensure that their department 
practices reflect the Company's 
focus on sustainability

Lessons Learnt: 

From left: Mr Lim Tze Kern, Kenny (VP, Business Development), Ms Wong Soo Pin,  
Evelyn (Chief Financial Officer), Capt. Victor Pinto (MD, CHO Ship Management Pte. Ltd.)
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5
How did your team go about the development and 
implementation process?
POSH embarked on our Sustainability Reporting (“SR”) journey  
two years ago. We released our first sustainability report in 2018,  
one year before the Singapore Exchange (“SGX”) made it a 
mandatory requirement for listed companies to report their 
Environmental, Social and Governance (“ESG”) practices. 

As part of our continued efforts to strengthen our measurement of 
sustainability performance and impact, the team regularly engaged 
with sustainability consultants and attended specialist seminars to 
ensure that we were kept abreast of the latest reporting best practices. 
Our first order of business was to identify the sustainability priorities 
that were material to our business. 

To do this, we undertook an enterprise-wide materiality assessment 
which allowed us to identify the five material ESG factors we believe 
are most significant to POSH and our stakeholders: environmental 
and socioeconomic compliance, training and education, occupational 
health and safety, and economic performance. 

The report was developed in accordance with GRI Standards 2016 
and relevant data points were collected from stakeholders before a 
draft was circulated for review. Thereafter, the completed report was 
published in conjunction with the Annual Report.

What was the first thing on the to-do list?  
How long was the process? 
Our priority was to put in place a comprehensive governance 
structure to drive sustainability across the business and the initial 
process took about three months. As such, POSH set up the 
Sustainability Steering Committee (“SSC”), which was helmed by 
the Deputy CEO, and a Sustainability Working Committee (“SWC”). 
The SSC provides overall ESG direction and assesses ESG risks, 
opportunities, practices and targets, while the SWC supports and 
drives the directives of the SSC across the Group. 

The intention was to equip the team with specialised SR training and 
resources, including support from third-party consultants. MPA had also 
been very helpful in providing guidance and relevant contacts to us 
in this process.

Could you share with us the challenges faced 
during the development?
Besides having an in-depth understanding of GRI Standards, it is 
imperative that POSH engages with all our stakeholders and take 
their feedback into consideration. Working with various departments 
to get their input and relevant data points within a strict timeline was 
a challenging process but we manage to overcome these challenges 
through teamwork and coordination. Indeed, the outcome of the 
report is a product of collaboration across all stakeholders. 

Company 
Overview:
OVERVIEW

PACC Offshore Services Holdings Ltd. 
(“POSH”) is a leading offshore marine 
services provider with over 60 years of 
operating experience and specialised 
expertise. Its young and diverse fleet 
of over 100 offshore vessels services 
multiple segments of the offshore oil 
and gas value chain.

POSH operates across four major business 
divisions: Offshore Supply Vessels (“OSV”), 
Offshore Accommodation (“OA”), 
Transportation and Installation (“T&I”), 
and Harbour Services and Emergency 
Response (“HSER”). Helmed by a highly 
experienced team consistently recognised 
by customers for its professionalism 
and commitment to safety, its proven 
international track record makes it the 
partner of choice for clients.

POSH is headquartered in Singapore and 
listed on the Mainboard of the Singapore 
Exchange (“SGX”). Its fleet operates 
worldwide, serving many of the world’s 
major oil companies and established 
international offshore contractors. 

NATURE OF BUSINESS:  
Offshore and marine oil field services in 
Singapore, and a fleet that operates in 
Asia, Australia, Africa, the Middle East and  
Latin America.

STAFF STRENGTH:  
>141 members

SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING: 2 years

More details
Go to http://www.posh.com.sg/

PACC Offshore 
Services 
Holdings 
Limited

Challenges:
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Sustainability 
Champion:

What are the things you 
never knew or realised 
prior to completing the 
company's first SR?
Improving our sustainability practices 
is an ongoing process that does not 
just end with the publication of our 
Sustainability Report. We will continue 
to implement sustainability practices 
in targeted areas of our operations.
 
Could you share with us 
your biggest takeaway/
lessons learnt after the SR? 
Producing a Sustainability Report  
is not just a task for the SSC or SWC. 
It requires a concerted effort and 
contribution from all stakeholders 
including employees across various 
business departments. Establishing 
an effective communication process 
was key to producing this report.

Why should other 
companies do an SR too? 
A robust Sustainability Reporting 
framework helps companies 
identify and manage social 
and environmental risks and 
opportunities. This has helped 
POSH to improve our control 
environment and culture. In fact, 
the other entities and subsidiaries 
and joint ventures from POSH will 
be reviewed for their sustainability 
practices in the coming years, the 
results of which we plan to include 
in the Group’s Sustainability Reports 
in the future.

What's the biggest impact 
has doing an SR made on 
you and your company?
Sustainability Reporting provides 
companies with a holistic overview 
of not just its ESG impact, but its 
business strategy. It provides 
stakeholders greater detail of the risks 
and opportunities the company faces 
so that they have a fuller picture of the 
organisation’s potential. 

Who in the company  
led the movement?
Capt. Gerald Seow
Chief Executive Officer
POSH’s Board of Directors had 
assigned the overall responsibility 
of overseeing sustainability 
initiatives to the Board Risk 
Committee (“BRC”), which in turn 
assigned the responsibility for 
monitoring and managing POSH’s 
sustainability efforts to the SSC. 
The SSC was initiated by POSH 
CEO Captain Gerald Seow and 
Chaired by Deputy CEO Lee Keng 
Lin. I was appointed Chairman of 
the SWC and am responsible for 
coordinating between internal and 
external stakeholders.  

What was the 
management 
involvement?
The SSC is chaired by the 
Deputy CEO and comprises the 
CFO and Divisional Directors.

Lessons Learnt: 

“A seafarer who 
comes home safely 
is our biggest 
satisfaction.”

Captain Priyadarshan Pandey
General Manager

PACC Offshore Services Holdings Ltd.

Pictured above is Captain Priyadarshan Pandey, General Manager, Operations, OA Monohull, 
PACC Offshore Services Holdings Ltd.
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6TEHO 
International 
Inc Limited

How did your team go about the development and 
implementation process?
In January 2017, we started with a briefing to the Board of 
Directors by an external consultant. We set up the sustainability 
governance structure and selected the reporting framework,  
after studying the recommendations of the consultant. 
These were then approved by the Board.

What was the first thing on the to-do list?  
How long was the process? 
In March 2017, the external consultant led a kick-off meeting 
and a materiality assessment to 20 Environmental, Social and 
Governance (ESG) factors, prioritised these further and then 
started collecting the data. We started the process in June 2017 
and took about 12 months.

Could you share with us the challenges faced 
during the development?
One of the challenges was that our 3 business units, Ropes, 
Engineering and Water have quite different challenges and 
different ways of operating their businesses, which sometimes 
made it difficult to summarize for the report. 

Another challenge is setting up the processes for collecting  
data and ensuring the integrity of the data collected from the 
various stakeholders.

Company 
Overview:
OVERVIEW

TEHO International is a global, 
diversified holding company 
specialising in offshore marine, 
engineering and property development. 
The company has been listed on the 
Singapore Stock Exchange Catalist 
Board since 2009.

Over the past 30 years, TEHO has grown 
both geographically and in product and 
service offerings. Incorporated in 1986, 
we are now a well-established, major 
provider of mooring, rigging, and lifting 
products and solutions in Singapore and 
the surrounding region. In 2004,  
we embarked on our overseas expansion 
to USA, China and Europe.

TEHO Engineering Pte. Ltd. has been  
in the market for more than 20 years 
specialising in market leading engineering  
products used in the Marine and 
Offshore industries. 

TEHO Water & Envirotec Pte. Ltd. has 
made steady and robust progress in 
Singapore and regionally, specialised 
in customising and building premium 
quality reverse osmosis water makers 
catered for various industries for their 
water solutions. 

NATURE OF BUSINESS:  
Multi-faceted solutions provider for 
marine, offshore oil and gas construction 
and real estate industries.

STAFF STRENGTH:  
>100 members (globally)

SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING: 1 year

More details
Go to http://teho.com.sg/

Challenges:
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Sustainability 
Champion:

What are the things you never knew or 
realised prior to completing the company's 
first SR?
The sustainability report made us aware that 
sustainability is not just about environmental practices, 
but setting up strategies to ensure continuity of the 
business, whereby innovation and pioneering with new 
developments are more than ever crucial to guarantee 
sustainability of businesses.  

Could you share with us your biggest 
takeaway/lessons learnt after the SR? 
The materiality assessment under the guidance of an 
independent external consultant allowed us to evaluate 
the ESG factors both from our internal perspective and 
also through the eyes of a more objective third party.

It also showed the importance of focussing on a 
selected number of factors, in view of the level of 
concern to the stakeholders and level of significance  
to the business.

Another important learning point is that sustainability 
can or should be headed by the senior management 
but should be made aware and promoted, not only to 
all staff levels within the company but also to suppliers, 
customers and other stakeholders. 

Why should other companies do an SR too? 
It is very important to set up short, medium and long 
term strategies to ensure continuity of the business. 
The guidance of an independent external consultant 
will help companies to look at the business through the 
eyes of an objective third party.

What's the biggest impact doing an SR  
has made on you and your company?
With the annual publication of a Sustainability Report, 
the company’s Environmental, Social and Governance 
practices become more transparent to its stakeholders. 
Such transparency keeps us on our toes while we strive 
to improve continuously.   

Who in the company  
led the movement?
Finance Department

What was the 
management 
involvement?
Senior Management from the 
holding company (including 
the CEO, COO and CFO), 
Heads of Departments from 
our mooring and rigging 
division in Singapore, as 
well as representatives  from 
our engineering and water 
treatment divisions were 
involved in the project.

Lessons Learnt: 

“Sustainability Reporting provides 
us an important platform to 
communicate to our stakeholders 
the initiatives, efforts and 
corporate activities that are carried 
out with sustainability priorities  
in consideration.”

 Mr Lim See Hoe
Executive Chairman & CEO
TEHO International Inc Ltd.
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7
How did your team go about the development  
and implementation process?
Having a shared vision and objectives of SR is the first step taken 
to the implementation process. A time table and key milestones 
were determined to track the progress which includes development 
plan to gain better understanding of the reporting requirements. 
A steering committee is formed to overseeing the implementation 
and dealing with the any changes arising as the project evolves. In 
the process, we also remind ourselves the reasons for carrying out 
the sustainability reporting and to see the tangible and intangible 
benefits arising out of the exercise.

What was the first thing on the to-do list?  
How long was the process? 
The first thing on the list is for the management team to align 
our purpose of doing an SR, and to come to a consensus on the 
material issues so as to better focus our efforts with the limited 
resources available. This was achieved through a management 
workshop facilitated by an external expert.  

Could you share with us the challenges faced during 
the development?
One of the challenges was to identify the materiality issues aligned 
with the business, so we can focus on doing it well. Having the 
support and commitment of all our staff in the organisation is 
important as well. However, there are few with the capabilities  
and experience in the GRI standards, and its reporting requirements. 
Thus, we sought the help from external experts to guide and 
develop our internal capabilities in sustainability reporting.  

The other challenge is the scarcity of resources, especially carving 
time out from key executives, as well as the staff needed to work 
on data collection, analysis and putting together a reader- 
friendly report. 

Company 
Overview:
OVERVIEW

Jason Marine provides communication, 
navigation and automation solutions  
for the marine and offshore oil and  
gas industries. 

The company was founded in 1976 by our 
Executive Chairman (EC), Mr Joseph Foo  
Chew Tuck, to provide repair service for 
marine electronic equipment on board 
vessels. Today, we are a publicly-listed 
company with three core divisions – 
marine, offshore oil and gas, and China.  
Our offices are located in Singapore, 
Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, South 
Korea and China.  

Our business is built upon three key 
verticals:
• Sale of marine communication, 

navigation and automation systems
• Service maintenance and radio survey
• Provision of airtime services

NATURE OF BUSINESS:  
Provide repair service for marine 
electronic equipment on board vessels.

STAFF STRENGTH:  
>90 members

SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING: 3 years

More details
Go to http://www.jason.com.sg/

Jason 
Marine 
Group 
Limited

Challenges:

“A successful corporation is founded 
not only on its business achievements, 
but also on the positive role it plays 
in the community and in promoting 
environmental sustainability.”

 Mr Joseph Foo
Executive Chairman

Jason Marine Group Ltd.
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Sustainability 
Champion:

What are the things you never knew or 
realised prior to completing the company's 
first SR?
Doing an SR is not just about the sustainability of a 
company’s revenue and profits, it’s more about our 
universal values; an SR can help to build social 
cohesiveness as it requires the organisation to seek the 
views of all stakeholders on issues that are of universal 
concerns such as safety, opportunity to do well in career, 
responsibilities to the community and environment.   

Could you share with us your biggest 
takeaway/lessons learnt after the SR? 
Doing an SR has given our organisation a better clarity 
on issues that are pivotal in steering the organisation 
towards a desirable future. The consolidating of 
information and outcomes with various critical business 
functions has allowed us to develop an integrated 
approach to ensure a coordinated effort towards a 
sustainable future for all stakeholders. 

Why should other companies do an SR too? 
Organisations operate within a larger network of 
communities, stakeholders and social media. Therefore, 
an SR can help organisations identify material issues 
that affect these communities. Organisations are then 
able to ensure proper risk management of these issues, 
understand, measure and volunteer to communicate 
the performance in a transparent manner. It will also 
help the organisation ensure effective governance and 
targets sets, and to manage change more effectively. 

What's the biggest impact doing an SR  
has made on you and your company?
Our business development strategy relies heavily on 
our people resource. Thus, we need various talents with 
diverse cultural backgrounds. Corporate sustainability 
policies such as equal opportunity and a transparent 
process for any grievances help to encourage a strong 
relationship between management and employees. 
This openness fosters trust between management and 
employees, enabling the organisation to quickly adapt 
to rapid changes in the business environment. 

Who in the company  
led the movement?
Mr Joseph Foo  
Chew Tuck
Executive Chairman
Our EC strongly believes that 
a successful corporation is 
founded not only on its business 
achievements, but also on 
the positive role it plays in the 
community and in promoting 
environmental sustainability. Thus, 
he started the movement in 2011, 
paving the way for our first report 
published in 2017. 

What was the 
management 
involvement?
Our top management 
was made a part of the SR 
committee to show that the 
organisation is serious about 
sustainability. Management 
were tasked to drive, plan and 
implement the SR; their direct 
involvement encourages staff 
to align their actions with the 
business objectives.  

Lessons Learnt: 
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8
How did your team go about the development and 
implementation process? What was the first thing 
on the to-do list? How long was the process? 
We engaged an external consultant to help us kick-start our 
sustainability reporting process last year. Our journey started  
with the materiality assessment to identify the factors most 
material for the organisation. This was followed with alignment  
to the GRI standards, data collection and drafting of the report. 
The entire process took us almost a year.

Could you share with us the challenges faced 
during the development?
There were a number of challenges along the way. The first key 
challenge was around changing mind-sets within the organisation. 
Like many other companies, we also felt sustainability reporting 
will bring additional cost and resource burdens for the company. 
However, as we understood the benefits, this misconception soon 
went away and we started understanding the value and benefits 
that could be derived in the long-run. The other challenge was 
around data collection. As the process went on, we realized that 
most data was available within the company, but often in different 
formats and breakdowns or requiring further calculations and 
conversions in accordance to GRI formats. While this seemed 
daunting at first, it gradually became easier with the support of 
the consultants and supporting materials available online.

Company 
Overview:
OVERVIEW

Kim Heng Offshore & Marine Holdings 
Limited is a 50-year old company listed 
on the Singapore Stock Exchange (SGX). 
We are an established integrated 
offshore and marine value chain services 
provider serving customers from over 
25 countries in the regions of Southeast 
Asia, USA, Latin America, Australasia, 
Middle East and Europe. We provide a 
host of services comprising offshore 
marine services, supply chain 
management, shipbuilding, conversion, 
repairs and engineering works, vessels 
sales and charter, heavy equipment 
sales and rental, marine salvage and  
oil spill response.

NATURE OF BUSINESS:  
Offshore marine services, supply chain 
management, shipbuilding, conversion, 
repairs and engineering works, vessels 
sales and charter, heavy equipment 
sales and rental, marine salvage and  
oil spill response.

STAFF STRENGTH:  
>340 members

More details
Go to https://www.kimheng.com.sg/

Challenges:

Kim Heng 
Offshore and 
Marine Holdings 
Limited
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Sustainability 
Champion:

What are the things you never knew or 
realised prior to completing the company's 
first SR?
Prior to commencing our sustainability reporting 
journey, we did not view our business from the eyes 
of multiple stakeholders. Sustainability reporting 
allowed us to understand the expectations of different 
stakeholders and how these can impact our growth and 
license to operate in future.

Could you share with us your biggest 
takeaway/lessons learnt after the SR? 
This helped us convert from a business taking short-
term decisions to one with a more strategic business 
outlook. Furthermore, we started recognizing and 
addressing leakages resulting in cost reductions by 
measuring and monitoring issues such as energy,  
water and waste. We also started looking at our 
employees and talent differently, emphasizing on  
their need-based growth and development.

Why should other companies do an SR too? 
With all these benefits, we encourage other companies 
to start their sustainability journey. The first year of 
sustainability reporting has evidently helped us achieve 
greater heights towards our mission and vision and 
positioning ourselves as an organisation that makes a 
positive impact towards a sustainable global economy.

What's the biggest impact doing an SR  
has made on you and your company?
The Sustainability Reporting exercise has unified and  
aligned the whole company towards a common goal 
and vision. It was also an opportunity for various 
members to work together and interact. More importantly, 
it helped to profile Kim Heng as a company who values 
its people and is a responsible organisation who placed 
importance in sustainability. For me, it allows me to gain 
a better understanding of the company and better 
appreciation of the jobs done by my colleagues.

What was the 
management 
involvement?
The Board took overall 
responsibility and handed 
the sustainability reporting 
mandate to a committee 
which comprised of the 
Group’s CFO and Head of 
Corporate Services. The 
daily implementation of 
sustainability responsibilities 
was handed to managers from 
respective departments across 
the company.

Lessons Learnt: 

“I believe that our enduring 
company of 50 years has the 
wisdom to stay steadfast to 
position our company for the 
future. We demonstrate value 
through action, are constantly 
evolving and ever vigilant.”

Mr Thomas Tan
 Executive Chairman and CEO

Kim Heng Offshore and Marine Holdings Limited

Who in the company  
led the movement?
Senior Management
Michael Law
Group Chief Financial Office
Jocelyn Tan
Head of Corporate Services
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9
Company 
Overview:
OVERVIEW

We design and manufacture heat 
exchangers from our headquarter in 
Singapore. Our equipment are used 
on-board FPSOs and in refineries, 
petrochemical plants and power stations 
etc situated all over the world, including 
Europe, Middle East, Australia, Asia etc. 
Heatec also services various types of 
heat exchangers that are utilised on board 
marine vessels. Our heat exchanger 
services include on-site inspection, 
engineering, consultancy, fabrication 
and restoration of main engine charge-air 
coolers, condensers, heaters, fresh water 
generators and other heat transfer.
 
Our Piping Division provides piping 
services for all types of process pipes 
and systems to shipyards in Singapore, 
specialising in exotic materials and high 
pressure systems used on-board FPSO 
and oil rigs. Our scope of work includes 
turnkey project management, ranging 
from engineering, procurement, fabrication, 
installation and commissioning. Over the 
years, our piping division have been 
receiving multiple accolades by major 
shipyards in Singapore.

NATURE OF BUSINESS:  
Solution providers of heat exchangers, 
piping, pressure vessels and modular 
structure 
STAFF STRENGTH:  
>100 members

SUSTAINABILITY REPORTING: 2 years

More details
Go to https://www.heatecholdings.com/

Challenges:

Heatec
Jietong 
Private
Limited

How did your team go about the development and 
implementation process?
Being new to Sustainability Reporting, Heatec had engaged the 
service of an external consultant to guide us through the 
development and implementation process. Internally, a steering 
committee, consisting of key management staffs, was formed 
to drive the efforts. Together with the external consultant, a 
materiality assessment was conducted to identify the material 
aspects. After which, we started a long process of data mining 
and analysis to extract the related statistics; and after a few 
iterations, we managed to zoom in to formulate our KPIs. Our 
next step is to monitor these KPIs and set realistic targets for 
ourselves; and constantly review these KPIs in our drive to a 
sustainable future for the company.

What was the first thing on the to-do list?  
How long was the process? 
The whole process took us 1 year to formulate our KPIs, of which 
most of the time were spent on data mining and analysis.

Could you share with us the challenges faced 
during the development?
The main challenge for us is to balance our resources between 
daily operations needs and the sustainability efforts. Amidst this 
economy downturn whereby manpower is lean and financials is 
tight, it is painful to allocate resources to non-operational needs, 
even though it is beneficial over a long term. There was resistance 
among management to change and not enough time, budget 
and/or manpower were the typical excuses.
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Sustainability 
Champion:

What are the things you never knew or 
realised prior to completing the company's 
first SR?
Much data are actually available in various departments 
and these data could be analysed and made useful. 
Also, many initiatives had always been in place but not 
formalized. SR has served as a self-reflection for the 
management on the company’s policies and overall 
improvement, especially on non-operational aspects.

Could you share with us your biggest 
takeaway/lessons learnt after the SR? 
An important starting point in our sustainability journey 
is to identify our stakeholders and material aspects 
relevant to our business. The interests and requirements 
of key stakeholders are also taken into account when 
formulating corporate strategies. Through SR, we are 
able to adopt better formal and informal channels of 
communication to understand the needs of key 
stakeholders (including but not limited to customers, 
suppliers, employees, investors and regulators),  
and incorporate these into our corporate strategies  
to achieve mutually beneficial relationships.

Why should other companies do an SR too? 
At Heatec, we believe that companies are increasingly 
aware of the impact on environment, social and 
governance affecting long-term continuation of 

business. Hence sustainability reporting has gained 
greater significance to investors. Today, it is widely 
accepted that good ESG practices contribute to the 
overall long-term success of the company and play  
an important part in the competition for investment.  
As such, it is important that companies should start 
doing their SR to be competitive.

What's the biggest impact doing an SR  
has made on you and your company?
SR has facilitated the company to self-reflect in the 
way we conduct our business in a balanced manner. 
With the ESG factors recommended by GRI, it forms 
the framework for company to re-think again what is 
material to the company, and subsequently set the 
right KPIs/targets for the company, in the drive for  
a long term sustainable business

Who in the company  
led the movement?
Mr Jeffrey Soon
Executive Director and  
Chief Executive Officer
The CEO leads the 
sustainability efforts at the 
company to recognize the 
importance of sustainability.

What was the 
management 
involvement?
The CEO reports directly to 
the Board of the company 
to consider sustainability 
issues as part of its strategic 
formulation, determine the 
material environment, social 
and goverance (ESG) factors 
and oversee the management 
and monitoring of these factors. 
A steering committee, consisting 
of key management staffs, 
were formed to drive the efforts.

Lessons Learnt: 

“The sustainability reporting helps 
to embody our company motto  
of doing the right thing right,  
first time, everytime. And is an  
integral part of our working culture.”

 Mr Jeffrey Soon
 Executive Director And Chief Executive Officer

Heatec Jietong Pte Ltd.
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SGX believes that the addition of sustainability reporting 
to financial reporting provides a more comprehensive 
picture of the issuer: statements of financial position and 
comprehensive income provide a snapshot of the present 
and an account of the past year, while sustainability reports of 
environmental, social and governance factors ("ESG factors") 
show the risks and opportunities within sight, managed for 
future returns. Taken together, the combined financial and 
sustainability reports enable a better assessment of the 
issuer's financial prospects and quality of management.
 
To achieve the additional transparency which encourages 
efficiency and innovation, SGX-ST requires each listed issuer to 
publish an annual sustainability report on a 'comply or explain' 
basis, in accordance with the Listing Rules. This Guide 
provides guidance to the issuer on compliance with the 
requirements under the Listing Rules.1
 
1 For full guide and further details, please refer to https://bit.ly/2qk1IQi.

SGX launches 
Sustainability 
Reporting Guide 
and Rule in June 2016
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